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Abstract
In this work, we propose extensions of our Phone-based Pro-
nunciation Model (PPM) for analyzing dialect differences. We
compared these systems using 3 metrics and 2 datasets of En-
glish. Empirical results suggest that (1) sophisticated tying is
suitable in modeling deletion transformations across dialects,
beating standard tying by 33% relative, and (2) APM (Acoustic-
based Pronunciation Model) improves performance in gener-
ating dialect-specific pronunciations, dialect identification and
rule retrieval, achieving relative gains beyond 34%.
Index Terms: acoustic model, pronunciation model, phonetic
rule, phonetic transformation, dialect recognition

1. Introduction
While many dialect identification (DID) systems take advantage
of acoustic or phonotactic differences, most of these systems do
not focus on characterizing linguistically interpretable results.
Few exceptions include [1, 2, 4, 3]. In [1], acoustic differences
caused by phonetic context were used to infer underlying pho-
netic rules. In [4, 3], discriminative classifiers were trained to
recognize dialects, and N-grams or triphones helpful in DID
were discussed. This line of work is not only useful in speech
analysis, but also important in forensic applications [5].

In our previous work [2], we proposed a phone-based pro-
nunciation model (PPM) which characterizes phonetic transfor-
mations across dialects. While we showed that PPM character-
izes Arabic dialect differences well and outperforms standard
DID methods, PPM has limitations that we attempt to address
with refined models in this work.

First, PPM is a token-based system, which does not directly
exploit fine-grained acoustic differences across dialects. When
dialect differences are subtle, such as in the case of GAE (Gen-
eral American English) and AAVE (African American Vernac-
ular English), phonotactic information alone are insufficient to
characterize dialects.

In our previous work [1], we expanded the usage of acoustic
phonetic models [6] from monophones to biphones to charac-
terize context-dependent phonetic rules. In this work, we take a
step further and use clustering to more effectively model acous-
tic differences across phonetic contexts. This proposed method
is similar in spirit to discriminative phonotactics using context-
dependent phone classifiers in [4]. However, the focus in [4]
is to improve DID accuracy, while our focus is to characterize
dialect differences explicitly.

*This work was performed under U.S. Air Force contract FA8721-
05-C-0002. Opinions, interpretations, conclusions, and recommenda-
tions are those of the authors and are not necessarily endorsed by the
United States Government.

Deletion rules are also not characterized comprehensively
in PPM. The standard triphone state tying mechanism used in
[2] makes two assumptions about deletion rules: (a) The phone
preceding a deleted phone changes its sound quality and is char-
acterized phonetically through automatic phone recognition or
manual transcriptions, and (b) the phone following a deleted
phone does not specify when deletions occur. These assump-
tions are over-simplifications. For example, GAE is rhtoic,
while Received Pronunciation (RP) in UK is not. Rhotic speak-
ers pronounce /r/ in all positions, while non-rhotic speakers pro-
nounce /r/ only if it is followed by a vowel [7]. Therefore, the
word park (/p aa r k/) in GAE would sound like pak ([p aa:
k]1) in RP, since /r/ is followed by a consonant /k/. Clearly, this
non-rhotic rule does not comply with assumption (b). While the
vowel /aa/ before /r/ does changes its vowel quality by becom-
ing a longer sound [aa:], this phenomenon could be too subtle
to be captured practically in automated systems, and might not
be true for all deletion transformations across dialects.

In addition, since deletions are modeled by state transition
arcs that skip states in PPM, it is expected that arc clustering
rather than state clustering is more suitable in determining the
tying structure for deletions.

In order to verify whether these limitations are valid con-
cerns, we examine two extensions of our previous model [1, 2]:
(1) the acoustic counterpart of PPM: Acoustic-based Pronuncia-
tion Model (APM), and (2) arc-clustering for modeling deletion
transformations. We analyze how well dialect-specific rules are
learned by these systems through 3 experiments: (a) pronun-
ciation generation as in [2], (b) dialect identification, and (c)
information retrieval.

2. Method
2.1. Phone-based Pronunciation Model (PPM)

PPM is a hidden Markov model (HMM). The reference dialect’s
pronunciation is modeled by the states, and the pronunciation
of the dialect of interest is modeled by the observations. Pho-
netic transformations (insertion, deletion, substitution) across
dialects are modeled by state transition probabilities.

2.1.1. HMM Architecture

The HMM architecture of PPM is illustrated in Figure 1. Below
we delineate each element of the HMM system.
States. Suppose the reference phone sequence is C =
c1, c2, ..., cn. Each reference phone ci corresponds to two
states, a normal state s2i−1 followed by an insertion state s2i.
(See Figure 1.) Therefore, the corresponding states of the

1[aa:] represents a long [aa]
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Figure 1: Each reference phone is denoted by a normal state (black
empty circle), followed by an insertion state (filled circle); squares de-
note emissions. Arrows are state transition arcs (black: typical; green:
insertion; red: deletion); dash lines are possible alignments.

reference phone sequence C are S = s1, s2, ..., s2n. Q =
q1, q2, ..., qT represents the possible state transition path taken
in S; i.e., Q represents the alignment between the states and ob-
servations in Figure 1. Q takes on values in S by a monotonic
order: if qt = sı, qt+1 = sj, then ı ≤ j.
Observations (Emissions of states). V = {v1, ..., vM} is the
observation alphabet. Let the corresponding observations of the
states S be O = {o1, o2, ...ot, ..., oT }. The probability emit-
ting observation vk at any time t given state x is

Bx(k) = P (ot = vk|qt = x), (1)

where 1 ≤ x ≤ N, 1 ≤ k ≤ M .
State Transitions. There are 4 types of transitions: inser-
tion, self-insertion, deletion, and typical, represented by r ∈
{ins, sel, del, typ} (see Figure 1.) The state transition prob-
ability from state x to state y through transition arc type r is

Axry = P (qt+1 = y, r|qt = x), (2)

where 1 ≤ x, y ≤ N ,
P

y

P
r
Axry = 1,∀x.

The pronunciation model is denoted as λ = {A, B}.

2.1.2. Decision Tree Clustering

Model parameters increases exponentially when triphone states
are used. To better estimate model parameters, state-tying is
often used to pool parameters with similar characteristics.

The log likelihood increase of splitting node k to k1 and k2

using the attribute Hf (f corresponds to feature f ) is

Δlog L = log
L(Ok1

|x ∈ Hf )L(Ok2
|x /∈ Hf )

L(Ok|x)
. (3)

The attribute chosen to split the data at node k is
arg max

Hf

Δ logL. This splitting procedure is done recursively

until a stop criterion is reached.

2.2. PPM Refinement I: Arc Clustering for Deletions

Consider a triphone state (sk−1 − sk + sk+1). First, we use
arc clustering to determine which deletion arcs to tie together,
and then estimate the tied deletion probabilities accordingly.
Next, we estimate the typical and insertion transition probabil-
ities originating from sk as in the state-tying case with a new
Lagrange constraint, since the total sum of deletion probabili-
ties leaving sk are pre-determined by arc clustering.

Unlike other transition arcs, deletion transition arcs are not
only specified by its origin and target state, but also the normal
states that are skipped. Expected counts of the state x being
deleted when qt corresponds to attribute Hf is

Ed=x =
TX

t=1

P (qt+1, r = del, d = x|qt ∈ Hf ), (4)

where d represents the deleted/skipped state.
Expected counts of the state x not being deleted when qt

corresponds to attribute Hf is

Ed�=x =

TX

t=1

X

r

P (qt+1, r|qt = x ∈ Hf ), (5)

since state x could not have been skipped if there were transition
arcs leaving it.

The likelihood of qt corresponding to attribute Hf is

L(x|qt ∈ Hf ) = 〈
Ed=x

Ed=x + Ed�=x

〉Ed=x〈
Ed�=x

Ed=x + Ed�=x

〉Ed �=x

Similarly, L(x|qt /∈ Hf ) can also be obtained. Following
the split criteria in Eq. (3), decision tree clustering is used to
determine the arc tying structure.

We assume deletion arcs are clustered into J groups. Group
j is specified by Dj = (σj , ςj , τj), where σj and τj specify
the origin and target of the transition arc, and ςj specifies the
skipped state. The estimation equation for deletion transitions
belonging to clustered group Dj is

¯ADj
=

PT
t=1

P (O,qt−1∈σj ,r=del,d∈ςj,qt∈τj|λ,S)
PT

t=1

P
r P (O,r,qt−1∈σj|λ,S)

(6)

The sum of all deletion probability leaving triphone state
(sk−1 − sk + sk+1) is

PD =P (qt+1 = sk+2, r = del|qt = sk)

=
X

j

P (qt+1 = sk+2 ∈ τj , r = del|qt = sk ∈ σj , sk+1 ∈ ςj)

P (sk+1 ∈ ςj , qt+1 = sk+2 ∈ τj , r = del|qt = sk ∈ σj)

After state clustering, we assume triphone states are clus-
tered into I groups. Group i is specified by Gi = (ζi

�, ζ
i
m, ζi

r),
where ζi

�, ζi
m, and ζi

r specifies the left-context, center, and right-
context state. Similar to using Baum’s auxiliary function in typ-
ical HMM systems, it can be shown that the tied typical and
insertion transition probabilities obtained in state tying are re-
distributed proportionally as

¯AGi,r =

TX

t=1

P (O, r, qtri
t ∈ Gi|λ, S)

TX

t=1

X

r∈R

P (O, r, qt−1 ∈ Ψ|λ, S)

(1− PD),

where qtri
t = (qt−1 − qt + qt+1), R = {typ, ins} and Ψ =

ζi
� ∩ (σc

1 ∩ σc
2 ∩ ...σc

J ).

Standard tying refers to state clustering done mentioned in
Section 2.1.2, while sophisticated tying refers to the approach
introduced here in Section 2.2.

2.3. PPM Refinement II: Acoustic-based Pronunciation
Model (APM)

The acoustic counterpart of PPM can be obtained by replacing
the discrete observation probability Bx(k) in Eq. (1) to a con-
tinuous pdf Bx(z), modeled as a mixture of Gaussians:

Bx(z) =
MX

l=1

wxlN (z; μxl,Σxl), (7)

where N is the normal density, wxl, μxl,Σxl are the mixture
weight, mean vector, and covariance matrix of state x and mix-
ture l, 1 ≤ x ≤ N , 1 ≤ l ≤ M ,

PM

l=1 wxl = 1.
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In this work we only implement a simplified version of
APM. Only normal states and typical state transition arcs are
considered, and triphone states are clustered by standard tying.
We leave the complete implementation of APM for future work.

3. Experiments
3.1. Data

Data 1: WSJ-CAM0. WSJ-CAM0 [8] is the UK version of the
American English WSJ0 database [9]. The training set is 15.3
hr (92 speakers); the test and dev set are each 4 hr (48 speakers).
Data 2: StoryCorps. Two sets of American English dialects
were chosen from StoryCorps [10]. (1) African American
Vernacular English (AAVE): speakers self-reported as African
Americans. (2) Non-AAVE: speakers self reported as white.
The conversations are between speakers of the same dialect to
minimize accommodation issues [11]. Gender and age were
balanced across all sets and dialects. The train set is 22.6 hr (69
speakers), the dev set is 7.1 hr (38 speakers), and the test set is
7 hr (28 speakers).

3.2. Pronunciation Generation Experiment

The objective of this experiment is to assess how well a model
generates British pronunciations given American pronuncia-
tions. We adapt the assumptions in [2] to the following.

1. All pronunciation variations across dialects are governed
by underlying phonetic rules.

2. The phonetic transcriptions provided by WSJ-CAM0 are
ground-truth surface phones O∗.

3. The ability to predict ground-truth surface phones from
the trained model indicates how well the phonetic rules
are learned from the pronunciation model algorithms.

3.2.1. Experimental Setup

PPM and APM systems were trained using WSJ-CAM0’s train
set2. The reference phones C are determined by the WSJ Amer-
ican English pronunciation dictionary.
PPM Systems. Given a trained pronunciation model, we gen-
erate the most likely observations Ô given the reference phones
C in the test set. Dynamic programming is used to align Ô with
the ground-truth O∗. The phone error rate (PER) between O∗

and Ô is listed in Figure 2. The baseline is the case where no
pronunciation model is used; i.e., the PER between the ground-
truth surface phones O∗ and the reference phones C (obtained
from the American WSJ dictionary.)
APM Systems. We assess how well triphone APM (System
S4) is modeling British dialect acoustics by comparing it with
two systems: (1) System Su, an oracle APM system trained
on WSJ-CAM0’s audio and pronunciation dictionary, and (2)
System Sb, a baseline APM system trained on WSJ0’s audio
and pronunciation dictionary. All 3 systems decode the test set
of WSJ-CAM0, and the decoded phones are aligned with O∗ to
compute PER (see Figure 3.) All systems used standard tying
for triphone state clustering.

Note that PPM systems are given the reference phones at
test time (i.e., supervised), while the APM systems decode
phones without transcription aid at test time (i.e., unsupervised).
Thus, it is expected that PPM systems obtain lower PER.

2We only ran this experiment on WSJ-CAM0, since we do not have
dialect-specific dictionaries and ground-truth surface phones for Sto-
ryCorps.
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Figure 2: PPM system performance in generating British pro-
nunciation from American pronunciation.
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Figure 3: APM system performance in generating British pro-
nunciation from American pronunciation.

3.2.2. Discussion

PPM Systems. Without using phonetic context, monophone
PPM (System S1) already beats the baseline (System S0) by
30.4%. Relative gains from triphone PPMs (System S2 and S3)
are even greater, both reducing the baseline PER by 59% rela-
tive. However, the matched pairs test [12] shows that the two
systems are making statistically different errors (p < 0.001).

Compared to Monophone PPM (System S1), System S2

shows negative improvement in deletion errors (−5%), imply-
ing that standard tying over-generalizes deletion rules. When
considering deletion errors, sophisticated tying (System S3)
beats standard tying (System S2) by 33% relative, supporting
our hypothesis that arc clustering is suitable in modeling dele-
tions. It also corresponds with linguistic knowledge that the
phone of interest is generally affected more by its right-context
than left-context; e.g., R-dropping in RP [7]. Among the /r/’s
that were incorrectly deleted in standard tying (System S2), so-
phisticated tying (System S3) correctly generated 24% of these
/r/’s. Though sophisticated tying (System S3) reduces deletion
errors, its insertion errors increases when compared to standard
tying (System S2). This phenomenon might be caused by data
sparsity, since sophisticated tying requires more model param-
eters than standard tying.
APM Systems. From Figure 3, we see that triphone APM
(System S4) beats the baseline System Sb by 34.4% relative.
The sub-category relative error reductions are 41%, 16.7%, and
36.4% for deletions, insertions, and substitutions, respectively.
We empirically discovered large channel differences between
WSJ0 and WSJ-CAM0. Therefore, channel differences also
contribute to these gains, making them appear overly optimistic.
Nonetheless, the performance of triphone APM (System S4) is
not far from that of the oracle system Su: System Su beats tri-
phone APM (System S4) only by 2.6% absolute and 9.3% rel-
ative, suggesting that triphone APM is fairly capable of trans-
forming American pronunciations to British pronunciations.

3.3. Dialect Identification (DID) Experiment

3.3.1. Experimental Setup

For the PPM systems, surface phones were obtained through a
phone recognizer trained on WSJ0 [9]. A simplified triphone
APM was implemented by first training a universal background
model (UBM) using data from both dialects. Dialect-specific
data were then used for state clustering and adapting the UBM
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Figure 4: DID performance comparison.

using 32 Gaussians/state. This experiment was only run on Sto-
ryCorps3. The dev and test sets were divided into 30-sec trials.

3.3.2. Discussion

Results are listed in Figure 4. The triphone PPMs (System S2

and S3) outperform the baseline monophone PPM System by
10.9% and 16.4%, respectively. System S3 beat System S2 by
6%, suggesting that arc clustering is more appropriate for mod-
eling deletion rules than state clustering.

To demonstrate that acoustic modeling is important in rec-
ognizing AAVE and non-AAVE, we included System S4a, an
acoustic counterpart of monophone PPM. We see that without
using phonetic context information, monophone APM (System
S4a) already beats monophone PPM by 37.9% relative. The
relative gain is even higher when phonetic context is used: tri-
phone APM (System S4) beats the baseline by 42.5%.

Note that these gains are obtained only by a simplified APM
system. Inferring from the results of the PPM systems, the
complete triphone APM system, which uses arc clustering to
model deletions, could achieve potentially even better DID per-
formance. We plan to investigate this hypothesis in future work.
3.4. Information Retrieval Experiment

We compare automatically learned rules with the linguistic lit-
erature, and use information retrieval to quantify our results.
Only systems exploiting phonetic context are considered since
these rules depend on context.

3.4.1. Experimental Setup

We adopted descriptions of the AAVE dialect from the literature
(e.g., [13]), converted them to 21 phonetic rules, which serve as
the ground-truth rules in this experiment.

For a given ground-truth rule, a rule retrieval experiment
was done. True trials are triphone states in the test set that match
the ground truth rule’s center phone and phonetic context. False
trials are triphone occurrences in the test set that match the cen-
ter phone of the ground truth rule but not the phonetic context.
The duration-normalized log likelihood ratio of each trial was
used to compute recall4 and precision5 for each rule retrieval
experiment. To compare pronunciation models, we used 2 met-
rics: (1) the precision rate (when recall is fixed at 0.1), and
(2) the optimal F measure6, determined by tuning the decision
threshold on the dev set. These measurements were averaged
across the 21 rule retrieval experiments and listed in Figure 5.

3.4.2. Discussion

From Figure 5 we see that triphone APM (System S4) beats
the triphone PPM using standard tying (System S2) by 42%
in F measure, and 48% in precision. Triphone APM (System

3WSJ0 (USA) and WSJ-CAM0 (UK) were inappropriate for DID
and information retrieval experiments due to strong channel differences
correlating with dialect labels.

4recall = P (retrieved rules|ground truth)
5precision = P (ground truth|retrieved rules)
6F = 2×precision×recall

precision+recall
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Figure 5: Comparison of rule retrieval results.

S4) beats the triphone PPM using sophisticated tying (System
S3) by 70% in both F measure and precision. These results
imply that the triphone APM system retrieves dialect-specific
rules much better than the PPM systems, as is also suggested in
the DID task. Examples of retrieved rules from triphone APM
include (1) /r/ vocalization: /r/ → ∅�[+vowel] , and (2)
monophthongization of /ay/: /ay/→ [aa]� [+const].

The lack of deletion rules in the ground-truth list might
be one reason why System S3 (sophisticated tying) performed
poorly. A caveat to this experiment is that the ground truth rules
selected here are not comprehensive. In addition, some of these
rules might be anecdotally used to describe the AAVE dialect,
but lack empirical and statistical verification. In future work,
we will propose rule candidates from the false alarms of the
pronunciation models, which could potentially complement lin-
guistic characterizations of dialects.

4. Conclusions
In this work, we propose extensions to our previously proposed
PPM (Phone-based Pronunciation Model) for analyzing dialect
differences. Comparison of these models using two English
databases suggests that (1) sophisticated tying is more suitable
than standard tying in characterizing deletion transformations
across dialects, and (2) the Acoustic-based Pronunciation model
(APM) shows significant improvements over previous systems
in dialect identification and rule retrieval.
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